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37% of adults have
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a national
newsbrand website
or article from a link
on social media
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favourite magazine
genre for 15-24s is
Beauty (234),
followed by
Fashion (176)
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reported feeling in
a better than
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62% of TV viewing
time for the
average adult is
spent with other
people, decreasing
to 58% for 15-24s
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as a result of
recieving mail
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day travelling,
dropping by only 1
minute for 15-24s
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highest-reaching
emotion whilst
watching TV is
ʻrelaxed.ʼ 84% of
adults feel relaxed
whilst watching TV
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Averages calculated using MeanZ (mean hours per day for non-zero respondents)

40% of adults agree
“Posters sometimes
prompt me about
events/ﬁlms I want
to go to”

15-24s

A third of adults

and 47% of 15-24s
have listened to
podcasts. Comedy
is the most popular
genre, with 31% of
podcast listeners
saying this is their
most listened-to
genre
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a quarter of all
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Media such as
Twitter or facebook
are a good way to
connect with
brands”
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